Abstract-In this last two years an increasing number of scientists has devoted his attention to Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs) as a special case of the more generic Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs). A public transportation network used as a VANET backbone may be a viable solution -under certain circumstances -also thanks to its almost-complete area coverage and the pre-scheduled repetitive paths. The aim of this paper is to compare performances of distance vector (DV) routing strategies when applied to a VANET moving as for a real city topology. Our two main contributions are: firstly, to compare results with similar -more canonical -experiments using a grid, and secondly, to outline differences between various DV metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years, thanks to the increasing diffusion of broadband wireless technology, we have seen the dawn of infrastructures for large-scale mobile communication and service provisioning. Among these infrastructures, the ones using inter-vehicular communication witnessed to be an attractive environment for ad-hoc applications due to vehicles density and limited speed in urban areas. Vehicular Ad hoc NETworks (VANETs) can be considered as a specific case of Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANETs) where a number of constraints are applied to the nodes; in particular: (i) movement is constrained by the urban plan, (ii) speed is bounded by the law, (iii) queuing happens only at pre-determined points, and (iv) power management is no longer a critical issue.
Routing strategies in VANET environments adopt a storecarry-and forward strategy typical of Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [1] : a message may require a considerable amount of time to traverse the network while sitting in the buffer of a carrier node waiting to encounter a valid forwarder. For the above reasons, routing algorithms are required to minimize end-toend delay, resources usage, and loss probability. Routing in This work is supported by the Italian Ministry of University and Research, project CARTOON, Contract No. 2006091851 VANETs is commonly performed by means of a positionalrouting strategy [2] combined with a location service [3] to acquire the target position. Using this approach, delivery ratio is the only parameter taken into account for optimization, while transmission delay and network usage are left for a besteffort policy. On the one hand, geo-location requires to equip all vehicles with a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver and the routing protocol needs to take into account (sometimes unreliable) destination coordinates. On the other hand, location services may use packet replication (with consequent high resources usage) and scalability is not always guaranteed [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Among VANETs, public transportation systems represent an interesting case study due to their regular movements both on a pre-assigned path and over time. This regularity can be exploited to relax requirements from routing protocols while increasing their performances. In particular, a VANET network backbone may be of interest in areas where cellular networks are not installed like rural areas or underdeveloped countries, and situations where sensor networks are too expensive to deploy or do not scale well like fine-grained pollution monitoring in a big city.
This paper is the evolution of a previous work [8] where performances of distance vector (DV) routing protocols have been compared using a standard grid topology. The previous contribution aimed to identify the best strategy to achieve a satisfactory delivery while minimizing resources usage. Results indicated that DV-based routing performance may be satisfactory for a urban DTN and, while metrics based only on inter-vehicle contacts frequency are prone to count to infinity problems, hybrid metrics considering both hops count and contacts opportunities proved to have a better performance than standard distance vector, which is based solely on hops count. In this paper, improved experiments are performed using the actual topology of the city of Milano: a huge number of nodes are simulated moving as for the real public transportation system timetable. The goal here is mainly to understand if the proposed DV metrics are actually a good choice also for a more realistic environment. Moreover, comparison of results will lead to some considerations about the approximation degree introduced by using a grid topology rather than a real, and more complex, one.
978-1-4244-5661-1/09/$26.00 ©2009 IEEE II. RELATED WORK In the last years some efforts have been devoted by the scientific community to optimize and adapt existing routing strategies to the specific environment we are considering here, which is, as previously said, an hybrid network between a DTN and a VANET. As a result, an increasing literature can be found on delay-aware routing protocols and routing for vehicular networks. In this section we will present the ones more closely related to the scenario considered here.
In [9] connectivity between nodes on a broad area is provided by means of special roaming nodes, namely message ferries, conveying packets and using different communication schemes, involving nodes mobility, to receive and forward messages.
VANET routing protocols are usually designed for urban environments where vehicles are equipped with wireless connectivity and a GPS device. These protocols relies on geographic forwarding [2] for packet routing: the next hop is the vehicle in radio range which is closest to the destination and identified by a location service [3] . In the Spatially Aware packet Routing (SAR) algorithm [10] , nodes are aware of the street map and compute a set of Anchor Points (APs) along streets to help the routing process. Forwarding from one AP to the next is performed using Geographic Forwarding. Spatial and TrafficAware Routing (STAR) [11] enhances SAR, allowing vehicles to collect and spread traffic information used to weight streets on the road map: the higher the vehicular traffic, the higher the score applied on a certain street. In Anchor-based Street and Traffic Aware Routing (A-STAR) [12] , road map streets are weighted on the basis of known bus routes.
BUSNet [13] is, at the best of our knowledge, the first and more prominent work proposing a bus backbone in a urban environment to allow inter-vehicle routing. Unluckily, delay tolerant communication has not been taken into account by authors; the paper suggests to rely on the aid of other vehicles (e.g., cars) to avoid partitions in the backbone and to obtain point-to-point communication.
Nevertheless, delay tolerant networks based only on buses are winning an increasing attention in these last few years.
Rural environments have been studied in papers like [14] and [15] . In the first a link state routing policy is proposed thanks to the determinism of the routes, while in the second, the message ferrying approach has been successfully applied to the rural India.
Urban environments are more challenging due to the complexity of their topology and hard encounter predictability. In [16] the contacts features of a campus bus transportation system are addressed, while in [17] a wider scenario has been considered: the Shanghai public transportation system. In particular, in the second paper a routing scheme based on a contact oracle exploiting the total contact duration between every two lines has been compared with epidemic and earliest delivery routings.
III. BEYOND MANHATTAN
The Public Transportation System (PTS) of Milano is a complex system extending above and below ground and spanning more than 70 lines inside the city. Coverage for these lines be seen in Fig. 1 . As can be observed from the map, the overall structure is clearly not grid-like: crosses between bus lines may occur at any time and there is no constant space between intersections.
In this paper we will be using a model based on the above topology in order to simulate the behavior of a MANET.
The movement model has been obtained using information available from the public transportation company website [18] and the google maps service. The address of every bus stop has been used to derive its GPS coordinates which have later been converted to Cartesian coordinates. Nodes along each line move between coordinates accordingly to real timetables. Taking into account departure times from line heads and keeping the correct passage rate on intermediate bus-stops we estimated a speed between 2.4 and 4.8 m/s. Buses leave the line head at the scheduled time as for the real system; upon completing a full round they will queue, if needed, at the first bus-stop behind the coach waiting for the next scheduled start. If there are already two buses in line, then we consider the line to be overpopulated and the bus goes out of service. The decision to send to recovery a bus when two others are on queue at the first bus-stop have been taken based on practical observation: we rarely see more than one bus ready to leave the line head. Simulated bus population seems to be in line with the observer real world behavior and information made available from the public transportation company.
IV. APPLICATION SCENARIO
The application scenario we are going to target is related to lazy low-cost information services in urban environment. This kind of context has already been addressed in car-to-car environment, like in [19] ; in our case we are considering free push services for the citizens, like e-mail on the go or a twitterlike microblogging. During operations the traffic is supposed to be generated from the users of the PTS -from inside the coaches or along the streets -and directed to some location which we can assume is covered by at least by one bus line. As for the way traffic is generated, routing takes place between a bus of a certain line and another line, and not between nodes: if the next hop to a destination is the line l, any bus belonging to line l will be a valid forwarder.
In order to create a distribute routing system each node advertises its distance to every other known destination using beacons. Nearby nodes computes their own distance when forwarding through the advertiser based on the local adopted metric. An advertising node represents the line it belongs to; therefore, every encountered node is used to estimate the distance to its line. When several buses belonging to the same line are met the most convenient distance is taken for that line. A known line is selected as next hop to a certain destination based on the best distance value. Each node maintains only the best path to each known destination, that is the one with the most favorable distance.
V. DISTANCE VECTOR METRICS
In our performance evaluation we consider distance vector algorithms based on four different metrics:
1) Hop Count Metric (HCM) -to minimize the number of traversed nodes 2) Mean Metric (MM) -to maximize delivery chances while reducing buffer usage 3) Fair Metric (FM) -to maximize delivery chances 4) Worst Case Metric (WCM) -to minimize the chances of an undelivered message HCM is the original metric used in the distance vector algorithm for infrastructure-based networks. Distance is calculated as the number of forwards required to reach the destination; a lower distance value implies a better path.
The other metrics take into account the contact time defined as the sum of the contact durations over a candidate path. The motivation behind this is that path selection in a DTN relies on node meetings, and longer contact times may imply higher opportunities for data exchange. Each node keeps track of the time it has been in contact with any other node (Contact Time or CT ) and calculates the distance as CT ET , where the ET is the elapsed time (i.e., the time for which the bus has been on duty). Thus the distance between a node A and an encountered node B is:
Please note, this is not a distance in a geometric way since d(A, B) may differ from d(B, A), allowing for asymmetric round-trip paths. In the following we will indicate the source, destination, and relay candidate as S, D, and R respectively.
In MM the distance from S to D when routing through R is estimated by S as the distance advertised by R conveniently mediated by its distance to R, as shown below.
Distance computation starts from the D, which advertises a distance 1 from itself. The left-hand side of the sum, whose value at first hop will be d(D, D) (or 1), will be predominant and halved at each step. The contribution of the second factor will help MM to choose the best compromise between global delivery chances and quickest encounter opportunity with the first hop. With this kind of approach buffer usage will be reduced since the earlier the first hop is encountered the less time a packet will sit in the local buffer. With this metric the distance of a path made of n − 1 hops and whose forwarding nodes are labelled from N 1 (S) to N n (D), is:
In MM an higher distance implies a better path.
In FM S estimates the distance to D using the same considerations as MM but the product between the distance with R and its advertised distance to D is computed.
In this case the hop count is considered implicitly. Each node added to the path multiplies the distance by a factor usually much lower than 1; in FM, as in MM, a higher distance implies a better path. With this metric the overall distance of a path made of n − 1 hops is:
WCM, as suggested by the name, considers the worse distance on the whole path to estimate the goodness of a route to the destination. S compares the distance advertised by R with the observed distance and takes the lower value. Among all possible next hops the one with higher distance value is selected: forwarding will thus take place along the less worst path, minimizing the chances to leave a packet undelivered.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Experiments Setting
In the experiments we assume the use of Wi-Fi technology, therefore a radio range of 100 meters has been considered.
All simulations cover a full cycle of the public transportation service: from the time when the first scheduled bus leaves (around 5 A.M.) up to the end of the last scheduled bus. In order to isolate a full cycle we reported all scheduled departures between midnight and 5 A.M. as if happening in the previous day, this is why experiments last more than 24 hours.
In order to adhere to the application scenario each bus will generate a message every 5 minutes and the destination will be set to another randomly chosen bus line. When the message is generated it is placed in the local memory store until a forwarding opportunity arises. When an encounter happens all the messages in the buffer are checked and forwarded if the in-range bus belongs to a line which is a valid next hop. When a bus reaches the end of the line it may or may not put itself on queue and wait for another scheduled departure. If the bus stays on the queue it will hold all its data and keep generating messages while waiting. If, in the other case, the bus will go out of service all content will be pushed to the first bus waiting in line. In the case there are no bus available -because there are no more scheduled departures -all the stored messages are dropped.
Policies based on contacts frequency are prone to the count to infinity issue because nodes may propagate an outdated routing information base and create loops. In order to prevent this occurrence, we adopted a split horizon technique: the next hop is advertised together with the distance value to the destination, in this way the next hop will not consider the advertising node has a possible forwarder to the destination. Nevertheless, we need anyway to detect when a packet get caught in a loop. Every message brings along its list of visited nodes; as soon as a packet is forwarded for the second time to the same node it is considered to be in a loop and will be immediately dropped. Mind, a packet may use the same line for two times but will not get discarded as long as it is not hopping on the same bus twice.
B. Simulation Results
In this section we will summarize the most significative results of the simulations described in the previous section.
In Fig. 2 traffic delivery profiles are shown for the various metrics when node speed is 2.4 m/s. As it can be observed, performances are quite acceptable, but for the MM metric, and results from previous experiments on the grid layout ( [8] ) are almost confirmed. FM behaves very well in term of delivered packets, followed by HCM and WCM while MM delivery ratio is below 50% of the generated traffic. Differently from the previous paper, the performances attained by FM is visibly greater than HCM. This is an indication that HCM may not really be the best choice on a complex topology. Histograms of number of hops and end-to-end delay for FM are reported in Fig. 3 and 4 respectively. Regarding the MM metric, the undelivered packets are reported in the logs as discarded due to count to infinity. If we have a look to Tab. I, we can see that, despite the very high drop ratio, delivered packets offer performances in term of end-to-end delay and hop counts of the same order of magnitude of the other metrics. Thus, the only real problem form MM at this speed is the presence of loops in the forwarding paths. Moreover, experiments on the grid topology exposed a periodic behavior in packet forwarding with a stair-shaped profile. With this complex topology we no longer experience this behavior maybe thanks to the huge number of nodes.
By increasing the speed of nodes to 4.8 m/s we obtain the delivery profiles depicted in Fig notice that metrics order by performance is unchanged and the delivery ration (reported in Tab. I) is also almost unchanged but, once again, for MM. MM reports a tremendous increase in delivery ratio; a possible explanation is that increasing the speed reduces the contact opportunity and push the left-hand side of the MM distance formula toward 0; the right-hand side will keep halving each hop, making MM to behave in a way very similar to HCM. Coming back to Tab. I, we can also observe that for every metric average delivery time decreases when speed increases, confirming results from the grid experiments. Moreover, also from Tab. I, we can see that the number of hops is very low in all cases, thanks to the optimized transportation planning, and average delivery time are always acceptable for a urban environment (a bit more than 2 hours).
As a final remark, from all the experiments we came to the understanding that the best metric to apply in this specific environment is no long the HCM but it is FM. FM exposes the best delivery ration and the best latency for all speeds at the cost of slightly increasing the number of hops when compared to HCM.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we investigated various issues about VANETs routing protocols applied to public transportation systems. In particular, we discussed the actual reliability of simulation results when using a grid topology compared to a real one. Some performance indexes, like end-to-end delay, proved to follow the same trend; on the contrary delivery ratio seems to be sensibly lower and hop-count based metrics do not seem to be any longer the best solution. In our experiments, a distance metric based on encounter opportunities outperforms the hopcount metric both in term of delivery ratio and end-to-end delay. The obtained results hints to explore routing algorithms based on encounter probability for public transportation system in urban environment.
In the future we are planning to devise a routing strategy based on encounter probability and to validate the presented results on other public transportation topologies and with real traffic data.
